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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

A, L, P, 0, Emblem. We point with pride to the attractive embl.e11 on the 
front outside cover of this issue, It was kindly draw for us b7 Mr, Edgar Paulton, 
the Chairman of the active Observing Group of the Amateur Astronomers Association 
in New York City, We understand that Mr, Paulton is a commercial artist b7 profes
sion, and we thank him for supplying our Allsociation with this fine emblem. We 
shall be glad to hear from our readers how they think that it may most suitably be 
used - on future 'A, L, P, 0, Convention programs, in reduced size on our front cover, 
on letterheads, or where else, 

Concerning Drawings for Publication• We feel that ~ strolling Alltronomer 
owes much of its value to its abilit7 to publish lunar and planetary drawings b7 
amateur observers, It must be confessed, however, that many of the drawings we 
receive are so faint and lacking in contrast that publishing them is a matter of 
extreme difficulty, Our publishers do their best, However, it will help greatly 
if dravings, whenever practical, will be made in India ink on a white background and 
will be neatly labelled, It may be impossible to represent the variety of shading 
on a planetary disc in this fashion, but it is ~ that contrasts of tone be §:K
aggerated for ease in reproduction, We thank you for your assistance in this matts-. 

Spaceflight. The British Interplanetary Society has found over the years that 
their bimonthly~ is criticized about equally much by those who think it too 
technical and by those who think it not technical enough, They accordingly are be
ginning a new, popular magazine called Spacefli!iht; VoliDDe I, NIDDber 1 appeared in 
October, 1956. The price is three shillings per issue - at least we find no sub
scription rates. We certainly recommend Spaceflight unhesitatingly to all who have 
any interest in space flight or in the numerous sciences which will eventuall7 make 
it a reality, VolUille I, Number 1 includes tvo discussions of the basic principles 
of interplanetary flight, an article on the Russian zocket pioneer Tsiolkovskii, a 
long and illustrated discussion of the Vanguard Project ey K, W, Gatland, and an 
article on the colors of Martian "vegetation" by A, ~. Slater, There is even a 
bit of biDDer in the way of space cartoons and some amusing, if maybe also embarras
sing historical quotations on new developments in science and technology - thus in 
1838, "Men might as well project a voyage to the Neon as attempt to employ steam 
navigation across the storm,r North Atlantic Ocean, n~ We are sure that our readers 
would not only enjoy Spaceflight but would learn much from it. The Editor is our 
member and colleague, Mr, Patrick Moore, Glencathara, Worsted Lane, East Grinstead, 
Sussex, England, 

Assistant ~ Recorder. We now have appointed as our Assistant Jupiter 
Recorder to help Mr, Sq;uyres: 

Chester J, Smith 
9775 Burges Avenue 
Oakland 5, Calif, 

Mr. Smith is one of the most active lunar and planetary observers in northern Cali
fornia, and we thank him for accepting this post to help the work of our Jupiter 
Section. 

:!J'~ Radio Communication ~ ~ Observers, In the last few years 
there has been some talk, but little or no action, about using radio "hams" to 
achieve rapid communication among lunsr and planetary observers, Jupiter Recorder 
Henry P, Squyres now urges us to attempt to use radio communication to advance our 
current study of Jupiter, A friend of his 1 Mr, Robert Fuller (W6KHK) 1 is willing 
to supply radio communication for the A, L. P, 0. in the Los Angeles area. Mr, 
Fuller, under good conditions, can reach other "hams• anywhere in the United States, 
occasionally anywhere in the world. He can operate on these amateur bandst 160, 
80, 75, 1,1) 1 201 15, and 10 meters, We strongly request A, L, j>, 0, members to try 
to find "hams" where they live and then to write to Henry P, Squyres, 3608 N, Durfee, 
El Monte, Calif., who will arrange talks between such A, L, P, 0, members and either 
himself or other members living in the Los Angeles area, 
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Corrections to "Some Basic f-rocedures in Planeta:r:y: Pho"f&gr_aJ!h.y" ill ~-t_~, 
lli9_ Issue. Author P";R. -Lichtman has pointed out a few errors - strangely not 
our own -as follows: 

Pg. 75 paragraph 3, line 6. Should read "inversely proportional to the square 
of its radius." 

Pg. 77, table of filter factors. 
Pan and Tri-X Pan emulsions.) 11 

Should read "Filter Factors. (!(adak Royal 

Pg. 75, paragraph 1, equation (1). Tbe equation is a simplification; it takes 
no account of reciprocity effect. If great accuracy is required, replace the term 
"It" in this equation by one that corresponds more closely to the particular emul
sion being used. 

Two Useful Tables. We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of a "Star Bright
ness l-~gnitude Table" and of a "Parallax Table" from Hr. Lawrence F. Smith, 979 
Barrington Road, Grosse Pointe Park 30, Hichigan. Tbe former table lists bright
ness-ratios as a function of differences in stellar magnitude, The latter lists 
stellar parallax as a function of distance, }x, Smith kindly offers these tables 
for the cost of printing and distribution, about 15 cents for the two of them - a 
generous offer and worth accepting by persons workinro in these fields. 

THE RADIAL JIJARKINGS OF VENUS: FORTISSDD 

by James C. Bartlett,Jr. 

In the ~y-June 1955 issue of ~ Strolling Astronomer my good friend, l-x. 
Patrick Hoare, had at me with a shillelagh of formidable weight in regard to a paper 
I had published in the same journal for January-February of the same year. Tbis 
left me in something of a pother, not because of }r, }~ore's objections but because 
I was rather put to it to find time for a suitable reply. I was in fact he~vily 
engaged with Aristarchus and also in trying to determine whether the microorganism, 
paramecium, did or did not exhibit anything properly resembling intelligence. 
Paramecium will require further investigation, but I may have something to say about 
Aristarchus before too long. At any rate I come late to the fray. 

In the meantime Hr. Richard Baum has already effectively replied to many of Mr. 
Moore's criticisms, which leaves me with little ammunition. Still, I shall venture 
a shot or two. 

But first let me say that I fully reciprocate the kind sentiments so courteously 
expressed by Mr. l'.oore. We may disagree now and then in some detail or other, but 
such disagreement in no way lessens the respect and friendship I feel for our gifted 
colleague. As to Mr. Richard Baum, it is no secret that I regard him as a particu
larly acute and talented observer certainly among the foremost of the present plane
tary workers. I think therefore that however we are tc understand his recovery of 
Lcvell's"spoke system" on Venus, we must not dismiss it as being in some way merely 
illusionary. 

Returning now to Y~ore's paper contra, it may be noticed that while conceding 
Lowell's complete sincerity and integrity our critic simply feels that Lowell's obser
vations of Venus were not accurate. In support of this conclusion, Jl~ore quotes one 
of Lowell's descriptions (was it from The Evolution of Worlds?) of the Venusian 
streaks and of his interpretation of same. 

Nm; so far as this goes I would certainly agree. Ae pointed out in my original 
paper, I have never seen the complete streak system as reported by Lowell; nor would 
I think his picture of a barren sun-baked desert as truly representing the facts. 
But this has no bearing whatever on his accuracy of observation within the limited 
meaning I gave to that word in my original paper. I did not base my claim to accu
racy for Lovell on the basis of his "spoke system", nor was it implied that his sys
tem was a faithful description of reality - as may be gathered from the penultymate 
paragraph of page 4 of the January-February issue of The Strolling ~tronomer. 
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What I did was to show that in the main features of' the planet, as described by 
Lowell, his descriptions were so faithful that the appearances he recorded can be 
recognized today. One thinks of the south cusp cap, the cusp band, terminator 
irregularities, etc. Therefore - and that was the whole point of' the argument -
Lowell's general accuracy having been established, we would not be justified in re
jecting his streak system out of hand. 

It may also be noticed at this point that a clear distinction should be drawn 
between the credibility of observational evidence and the interpretation which the 
observer places upon the same. The one may be completely accurate while the other 
may be complete~ fallacious. Thus the latter can hardly be used to measure the 
accuracy of' the former. 

Moore points out that Lowell used his •spoke system• to sustain"conclusive~" 
the 225 day rotation period, now genera~ abandoned. The inference is that the 
observational data must have been completely erroneous, yet such an inference is by 
no means necessary. It is not necessarily implied that the observations upon which 
the erroneous conclusion was based were themselves in error. 

Such an inference might be valid if the streaks were regarded as physical sur
face features; but Lowell himself' did not so regard them. If atmospheric in nature 
it is entirely possible that an atmospheric pattern might be established which would 
remain relatively stationary for some days or even weeks with respect to a selected 
point of' reference, say the bright limb. Measurements made upon such a system 
would obviously yield entirely erroneous results when used to establish a period of 
rotation. Yet the system itself' would be real enough. To understand how this might 
be, we may consider a rapid~ rotating sphere upon which a spotlight is thrown. To 
an outside observer the spot of light would not rotate with the sphere, but would re
main in one position relative to the limbs, If the sphere were otherwise feature
less, the spot of light wculd give no information as to the rotation of the sphere. 

Of course in the case of Venus the matter is not so simple, since the pl~net is 
not only rotating but also revolving around the sun, which may be considered as the 
spotlight. Moreover the observing station, which would be the earth, is also moving 
in relation to both. Hence the angle between the observer, planet, and sun is not 
constant and for this: reason alone any spot upon the planet produced by the sun would 
eventually show a displacement, It would in fact show a slow drift towards the west, 
or bright ,limb between superior conjunction and greatest elongation east as Baum ob
serves. Yet if the displacement of the central spot depended solely or even mostly 
upon the change of angle between the planet, the sun, and the observer on the earth, 
then it would be sufficiently gradual to suggest a very slow rate of rotation for the 
planet if used to measure that quantity, Hence I do not see that Lowell's deduction 
of a 225 day rotation invalidates his accuracy as .!!ll observer in any way. Nor do I 
see that because he may have erroneously interpreted his data, the data themselves 
must be rejected, 

All of which is by way of denying that Lowell's conclusions are proper measures 
of his accuracy in recording details. As to whether I suppose that Lowell 1 s streak 
system is precisely as he de~icted it, the reader is respectfully invited to consult 
page 4 of my original paper. 

Moore concedes that streak markings may exist upon Venus and even mentions cer
tain photographs which would support such a view, Here again I find myself in agree
ment with our colleague. 

If the ree.der will carefully review my original paper he will establish certain 
facts as follows: 

a) No claim is made that either Lowell's or Baum's representations correspond 
exactly to the reality; b) a claim ,iA made that there is much evidence from various 
quarters -some much before and some much after Lowell's time -for the existence of 
streak markings upon Venus; c) from which it follows that Lowell's Venus observa
tions, while perhaps erring in detail, cannot be wholly dismissed; d) that the in
dependent recovery by Baum of what appears to be substantially the same system fur
nishes important support to the theory of its objective existence, though it is 
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recognized that the true organization of the system may not correspond exactly to 
the drawings of either observer. 

What seems to bother Mr. }roore most of all - and this I regard as the orux of 
his criticism- is that Lowell's streak system was not seen by Barnard and other 
first rate observers equipped with superior - or at least larger - instruments than 
that commanded by Lowell. Ergo, to }r. V~ore, this seems sufficient reason for 
questioning the existence of the system. l·'r. Baum has so effectively answered the 
aperture argument in his recent rejoinder that there is nothing I could add to it. 
But as touching the subtler argument, implicit in such a view, that because men of 
equal and perhaps greater stature failed to confirm Lowell's observations then the 
observations themselves must be invalid, why this I deny. 

Would any one care to argue that Virchow was not a more eminent and a more ex
perienced man than Koch? Yet Koch was right and Virchow was wrong in their respec
tive views upon the nature of disease. One may also recall that the great Liebig 
was still maintaining his chemical theory of maladies while Pasteur was demonstrating 
beyond reasonable doubt the relation between microorganisms and infection. Leverrier, 
"the French Newton", certified the existence of "Vulcan" and even calculated the or
bit. But where is "Vulcan" today? I once knew of an eminent geologist who identi·· 
fied a distorted staurolite crystal as a scale from the skin of a dinosaur. 

Therefore to my iconoclastic mind authority is no guarantee of infallibility. 
The fact that Barnard et ~were never able to confirm Lowell's streaks on Venus does 
not in any way imply that the streaks never had any real existence. Barnard was 
never able to see the ¥artian canals either, as pointed out in my original paper, not
wj.thstanding that a few of the more prominent of them have since been photographed, 

The rub is, as Moore himself has shown in his excellent ~to the Planets,3 
that the human eye may differ so significantly as between different individuals that 
merely negative evidence from this quarter can hardly be used to invalidate positive 
evidence to the contrary. Thanks also to individual differences in color sensitiv
ity, as I have shown elsewhere,4 it is quite possible for two dissenting observers to 
be equally right though on the superficial evidence one may appear to be completely 
wrong. I contend therefore that it is improper to suppose either Lowell or Baum 
must have been deceived by illusion, merely because they recorded phenomena not at
tainable by others. l!oreover, as remarked above, it is not necessary to go back to 
the 225 day period in order to believe in the permanency of at least some of the lin
ear markings. 

l·lt-. J.loore also draws a distinction between radial markings and mere streaks; but 
the difficulty here is chiefly semantic. Given a system of radial markings ~ 
only in ~ it would manifest as an unsystematic collection of streaks. I myself, 
as previously stated, have never seen anything resembling the integrated streak sys
tems of either Lowell or Baum. Yet I have seen well-<lefined streaks which if inte
grated and prolonged might well produce-a-;ystem resembling that reported by Lowell 
and Baum. Whence I conclude that such a systEI!l may have a real existonce, but in
accessible to me as a system for various reasons including unfavorable seeing condi
tions. 

It is here necessary to notice certain statements made in }~. Bsum's excellent 
re,ioinder in which, among other .things, he does me far too much honor. 

Under head of "Some Important Errors in the Bartlett Paper", Hr. Baum calls 
attention to the matter of Young's statement to the effect that in 1902 Percival Lo
well repudiated his own previous views with respect to the radial markings of Venus. 
If I erred in this I erred in good company, for as }~. Baum himself shows in quoting 
me the facts were not known to the Lowell Observatory authorities themselves whom 
I consulted when unable to run down the original reference in materials available to 
me. On the other hand we are all much indebted to I·~. Bsum for having recovered the 
source of Young's remark. 

The second apparent faux pas discovered by Mr. Baum, and which he charitably 
describes as a "misinterpretation" has to do with a statement concerning the bisecting 
of the central spot of the spoke system by the terminator. 
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Now as Hr. Baum properly observes, this central spot, the hub of the s;rstem, 
considered as marking the subsolar point would occupy the center of the disc only at 
superior conjunction. From thence to eastern elongation it would sht1v a slow dis~ 
placement toward the bri~t limb, theoretically lJrj.ng on the limb at dichotonzy'. At 
any rate a mere moment of thought will show that it could never lie on the terminata
~ ~ subsolar point. 

Nevertheless it is indubitably true that in my original paper I did indeed 
speak of this spot as being bi-sected by the terminator and - even worse - as hav
ing passed to the ~ side of the terminator, a gaucherie which Hr. Baum IJSII kind 
enough not to notice, 

Whence then did I derive such odd statements? From Hr. Baum 1s own drawings, 
unless I have in fact misinterpreted them. Perhaps the reproduction was at· fault 
- if so, my humble apologies - but if one will consult the series running from March 
23, 1951, to July 7, 1951, as published in .l!r!!:!l1!. , he will see what I mean. In 
the first drawing, taken soon after superior conjunction, the hub of the spoke sys
tem is seen to occupy a nearly central position on the gibbous disc, and in subse
quent sketches through April 24th the westward drift toward the bright limb is appar
ent. But now when we come to the figure for June 13th, 1951, we see a very differ
ent aspect. There appears to be a crescen:t:ie band running near the limb, on which 
occur knots at more or less regular intervals. From two of these there appear to 
run two streaks converging on a large, dusky, circular spot which apparently forms 
the center of the system - and this spot !!!. cut by the terminator in the drawing, 
In the subsequent drawing for July 7, the terminator has apparently advanced .12!!!!1 
this spot (which would then indeed lie on the night side) and streaks are observed 
apparently also passing into the night side. As a matter of fact Prof. Haas, notic
ing this apparent error, thought that I had inadvertently used "terminator• for 
"limb" and wished to change the text accordingly. But, as I advised him, regard
less of the difficulty the drawings seemed to shO'W' differently and thus I contended 
that the statement should stand. 

Why then did I not draw attention to this peculiarity at the time? Well, l!l!!!. 
~. because I had a sly desire to see if anyone would catch such an odd,apperent 
error. No one did -not even Hr. Moore -excepting Mr. BaWil himself who -was pro
perly gx-ieved. Still, this is what the drawings seemed to indicate to me - a cen
tral spot, the apparent hub of a spoke system, which certainly lay upon the termina
tor. 

Of course the necessary inference is that if ~ spot is the center of a spoke 
system, then it is not a subsolar spot at all and so some other explanation for the 
syatem must be sought. But inasmuch as Hr. BaUJn correctly speaks of the limbward 
drift of the central, subsolar hub of the system, and inasmuch as his pre-June 13th 
drawings show the same, it may be either that the engx-aving process produced a 
spurious hub, or that this was an independent spot unfortunately occurring in such 
a way as to suggest a relationship which did not exist. 

At any rate it is quite clear that Hr. Baum understands very well the mechanics 
and geometry of a spoke system generated from a subsolar point, so whatever the ex
planation for the drawings cited above no inadequacy in this department can be 
charged against him. Indeed it may be that he understands the limitations of such 
a system, used to measure rotation, better than did Lowell; for in his rejoinder, 
Hr. Baum specifically recognizes that a rotation period derived from the system 
really measures only the rotation period of an atmospheric system, and not that of 
the solid planet at all. 

One more thing remains to be considered. Hr. BaUJn, in his rejoinder, reproach
es me for having selected •extremist• views of other observers, •completely cenfirm
ing those of Lowell". It is to be feared that any misinterpretation is here on the 
other side, for in truth I quoted Espin to show h0w the streaks recorded by Gruit
hwtsen and ~ournier "were alotgether different in arrangement from those depicted 
by Lowell". The point -was !l!li to shO'W' that earlier or later observers completely 
confirmed Lowell, but only to show that Lowell had been neither the first nor the 
last observer to record streak markings upon Venus. 
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To return to the mainstrelllll of argument. Mr. V.oore - perhaps with his tongue 
in his cheek - invites me to show him where he is wrong. This would be a for~dable 
assignment since, as you know, "He who is convinced against his will •••••• " But 
I have sought to shov vhy I believe that his arguments contra are not necessarily 
sound. 

It remains to ask one last question. Do I believe that the streak system of 
Baum exists? Yes, I do. I believe it because,·the recording of such a system, so 
strikingly similar to lovell's, by a man vho at the time was not familiar Vi th 1.<>
vell's vork on Venus would otherWise be an altogether too remarkable coincidence. 
I believe it also because there is nothing impossible in it, and because many other 
observers, myself included, have seen at least imperfect presentations of it. As 
to vby it is not seen by others, I suggested a possible reason in my original paper
namely, difference in color sensitivity between different observers. Indeed Moore 
himself testifies to the striking effects of such differences, and any given observer 
may demonstrate for himself the significant differences in planetary d&tail when ex
amined by light of different colors. Let him but examine Jupiter through a number 
of differing color filters. 

I do not, however, believe that the streak system of Venus necessarily corresponm 
exactly to the delineations of either L<>vell or Bamn - anymore than I believe that 
my ovn draWings are photographic reproductions of reality. As Mr. Baum himself 
clearly recognizes, personal equation, the difficulty of observing faint detail at 
the limit of visibility, and the special difficulties attendant upon observations 
of Venus all must play a part in reducing drawings to approximations. 

Nevertheless they may be very close approximations, and as accurate as the limi
tations of the eye and method Vill permit. Hence I do not see that ve must reject 
as illusionary all observed detail which others have not been able to resolve ••••• 
and there I rest my case. 
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M2Jm!!! SEIENOGRAPHY 

by Dr. H. P, Wilkins, F.R.A.S. 

(Paper read at the A.L.P,O, Convention at Flagstaff on September 1, 1956) 

In recent years the study of the moon has attracted the attention of both profes
sional and amateur astronomers. The former have contributed many fine photographs, 
of vhich those secured at Mt. Palomar, Mt. Wilson, Lick and Pic-du-Hidi Observatories 
deserve special mention. Photometry and theoretical considerations as to the maxi
mum density of a possible lunar atmosphere, of the origin of the moon and its surface 
features have occupied many eminent astronomers and physicists. Amateurs have con
tributed by the determiEation of positions by measurement of photographs, by ascertain
ing the heights of peaks or of crater valls from measurement of the length of the 
shadovs under knovn solar altitudes and above all by painstaking observations of fine 
detail. Here the A. L. P. o. has done valuable work, particularly as many observa
tions are secured under a high angle of solar illumination. On the other hand 
British selenographers have generally confined their observations to formations near 
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( 

H.P. Wilkins. 

Figure I 
Drawing of South Portion of Mare Crisium by H. P. Wilkins. October 5, 1952. 
30-inch Reflector. 300X. This drawing shows for the first t~, Dr. Wi.lldna 
reports, a cleft issuing from the mountains bordering the !o&re. This cleft vas 
traced to the "Trapezium." 

the terminator, or vhen the angle of illumination is lov. 

In addition io these activities several amateurs have assiduously obsened the 
moon for tmusual phenomena, such as tlsshes, possibly indicative of meteoritic im
pact,glows, relative intensity of shadows, color effects, te11p0rary cloud-like 
appearances or the study of variable dark areas. A few observers have scanned the 
neighborhood of the moon in an attempt to detect a possible lunar satellite but, so 
far, without success. Such a body vould be unique in the Solar System, must be 
very S!mll and, if it exists, vill probabl]" be detected by photography. I under
stand that Clyde '!'ombaugh favors such a search and everyone will hope that the U
ldAtriolis dilic!OYerer crf Pluto will also discover this little body, assuming its eXia
tence. 

For the finest details visual observation vith large apertures is superior to 
photography and selenography thus comes within the scope of amateurs vho possess the 
necessary instrumental equipment. ~ this is meant GOOD telescopes of 12 inches 
aperture and 1Ipll8rds. We are here talking about the most minute details. 'rhis is 
especially true of the numerous fine clefts. It may be of interest to note that the 
writer has recently completed Part I of an extensive Catalogue of Clefts, 1217 in all. 
This is the first Cleft Catalogue since that of Schmidt. The great majority of the 
clefts are shown on the writer's large ltmar map, revised edition as published in the 
recent text-book, ~ !:!QQn , by Wilkins and Moore. 

Unfortunately the work accomplished in one cotmtry is often unknown in others 
e.nd the need has often been felt for some international organization to correlate the 
work of lunar observers all over the vorld without, in any vay, clashing with eXist
ing societies. Such an organization '1188 inaugurated on July 1, 1956, vith the title 
of ::l1J& International. ~ ~. It is a means by which observers of various 
nationalities can exchange information and ideas and it will shov the kiDi of vork 
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being carried out in different countries. 

Officers hold office for two years and will then be replaced by others of dif
ferent nationalities. There is also a Permanent Secretary. A~ will be pub
lished every 6 months and will contain summaries of the most important items of lunar 
research, papers and illustrations. Each contributor will write in his own language; 
sU!IIIlaries will be given in German, English and French. 

There will be NO subscription, the only expense being that involved in publish-
ing the ~. The following have been selected as the first officers: 

President - H. P. Wilkins (the writer). 
Vice President - Professor w. H. Hsas. 
General Secretary - Herr G. Roth, Germany. 
Permanent Secretary - Prof. A. Paluz:!e, Diputacion 337, Barcelona, Spain. (Sec

retarial Address). 

other well known frierils who have enrolled include Dr. Gent, Barcroft, Bartlett 
and other members of the A.L.P.O. 

Those good folk who have small telescopes can still do useful work. There is 
much still to be learnt about the variable intensity of the interiors of ma~ forma
tions, while near the limb several formations still await adequate mapping. By indi
vidual activity, by recording ·with localised organisations and then by letting the 
results become world known through the new society, our knowledge of the nearest and, 
in many ways, the most interesting, of celestial bodies, the nearest to us and the 
first to be actually reached if and when space-flight becomes a reality, will be 
greatly increased. But beyond all this there is a fascination and a real pleasure 
in observing the moon quietly but accurately and studying the fantastic details on 
this silvery globe. 

Qn ~ ~ Draliillm!. The drawing of the southern portion of Mere Crisium 
here published as Figure I is taken as an exrunple. This took forty-five minutes to 
do, first sketched in with pencil, then shaded with diluted Indian ink, the shadows 
inserted by ordinary, undiluted ink. The lighter ridges only had one wash in com
parison with the three given to the surface of the Mare. 

Use a board and paper attached, pencil fastened to the board by a piece of 
string passing through a hole. Then the pencil will not be lost during the darkness 
of the night • 

Always use as little artificial light as possible; when the moon is past first 
quarter, the moonli@lt will often be found sufficient. Insert the prominent detail 
first, then the finer and finally the most delicate. Check with the original be
fore inking in. Try to keep the correct proportion. 

SOME SUGGESTIONS ABOUT WHAT CAN BE DONE ON JUPITER 

illlfill!Q THE J.222 APPARITION 

by Henry P. Squyres 

Jupiter comes to opposition on March 17 of this year and it is time to begin 
observing the Giant Planet. 

The full disc drawings of Jupiter should be made at least 2 inches in diameter 
and any sectional drawings showing some particular belt or zone should also be at 
least 2 inches in diameter. Care should be taken to make the drawings as quickly 
as possible; otherwise the markings will have shifted so much due to the rapid ro
tation of JUpiter that the drawings will be worthless. 

Central meridian transits are the most valuable work that the average amateur 
can do on Jupiter. All that has to be done is to estimate visually when a given 
marking is exactly on the central meridian and to' record the time to the nearest min
ute. The central meridian is an imaginary line running north and south, midway 
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between the east and vest limbs. The observer should also give a brief description 
of the object, such as what belt it is in, the color of object, size of the object, 
etc. He should also try to secure as many transit observations as possible on the 
same night. These central meridian transit observations should be sent to Chester 
J. Smith, our Assistant Jupiter Recorder, at 9775 Burgos Ave., Oakland 5, Calif. 

For any drawings of Jupiter, it is very important that the observer computes 
the central meridians. Because Jupiter does not rotate as a whole, it has been 
found convenient to use tvo systems. System I applies to all objects situated on, 
or between, the north component of thP S. Equatorial Belt and the south component of 
the N. Equatorial Belt. System II applies to all objects situated north of the 
south component of the North Equatorial Belt or south of the north component of the 
South Equatorial Belt. 

All one needs in computing the C.M. is a current annual volume of the American 
Ephemeri& and Nautical Almanac and the time of the observation. Before the C.M. is 
computed, the observed time must be converted to Universal Time. This is a 24-hour 
system beginning with zero hours at midnight, Greenwich, England. Zero hours,vhich 
starts the nev day, is at 7:00p.m., E.s.T., 6:00p.m., c.s.T., 5:00p.m., M.S.T., 
and 4:00p.m., P.S.T. of the previous day 

h lf the drawing was made on March 3, 1957 at 8:15 p.m., P.S.T., the U.T. would be 
4 15"' U.T., }larch 4, 1957. If the drawing was made on March 4, 1957 at 5:45a.m., 
P.S.T., the U.T. would be 13h 41" on !4arch 4, 1957. To fin:i the longitude of C.M. 
I for 13ll 4?' U.T. on March 4, 1957, you first turn to page 402 of the !221 Eohemeri~. 
You will find that the lgngitude of C.M. I i& 254.8° at 0" U.T. March 4, 1957. From 
Table I you find that lJ 4?' is equal to a change in longitude of 142.9° You add 
the 142.9° to the 254.8 and you get 397. ~. You have to subtract 360° from this 
answer, because there are only 360° to a complete rfivolution. The answer ·comes out 
to 37.?0. ·To find the longitude of C.M. II for 1J 45m U.T. on March 4, 1957, you 
turn to0 psge UJ3 of the 1957 Ephemeris. You will find that the lonptude of C.M.II 
is 71.2 at 0 on Harch 4, 1957. From Table 2 you find that 13h 45"' is equal to a 
change in longitude of 138.6°. The 71.2° is added to the 138.6° and you get an an
swer of 209.8° • 

.lmeteurs who have filar micrometers can make accurate measurements of the lati
tudes of different belts and the longitudes of markings not on the central meridian. 
Observers can also make measurements of the size of individual features like the Red 
Spot. 

Some detail can be seen on the four large moons. It takes a telescope of at 
least 1211 aperture to do much work on these satellites. It also takes high powers 
of 300X or more, and it requires excellent seeing. 

We hope that we can have a much larger amount of work done on Jupiter during 
this present apparition. 

Increase of Longitude of C.M. of Jupiter in Intervals of ~an Time for System I. 

Hours ~ Minutes Degrees 

1 36.6° I 0.6° 
2 73.2 2 1.2 
3 109.7 3 1.8 
4 146.3 4 2.4 
5 182.9 5 3.0 
6 219.5 10 6.1 
7 256.1 20 12.2 
8 292.7 30 18.3 
9 329.2 1,0 24.4 

10 5.8 50 30.5 
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Increase of 

TABLE g 

wngitude of C.M, of Jupiter in Intervals of Hean Time 

Hours Degrees 1-anutes Degrees 

1 36.3° 1 ,60 
2 72.5 2 1.2 
3 108.8 3 1.8 
4 145.1 4 2.4 
5 181.3 5 3.0 
6 217.6 10 6,0 
7 253.8 20 12.1 
8 290.1 30 18.1 
9 326.4 40 24.2 
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THE J::ARSITRON !JYFOTHESIS 

THE AFPEARAilCE OF LUCUS LilliAE AND BIBLIS 
FONS AS EVIDENCE OF ~ .!!JBILE SPECIES ON HA .. "l.S 

by Donald Lee Cyr 

for System II. 

(Paper read at the A.L.P.O. Convention at Flagstaff on Sept. 1, 1956) 

To paraphrase the words of Percival wwell, 1'We must learn to wait upon our op
portunities and then no less to wait for mankind's acceptance of our results. * " * 
For in common with most explorers, we will encounter upon our return, the final pen
alty of penetration, the certainty at first of being disbelieved. 11 (1). The scienti
fic world has waited a long time to accept the observations of l<lwell as being fact
ual. Skepticism and outright disbelief are still common regarding observations of 
Mars, but nevertheless, the opportunity exists to vindicate the observations of w
well. Let us now make the most of this opportunity. 

The hypothesis about to be presented is a simple one, and one whose parts have 
been pres~nted before by others, in some instances. The hypothesis consists of three 
main parts: first, an explanation is presented for the oases of Hars; seconc, an ex
planation is presented for the canals of Vars; and third, some unique evidence is pre
sented regarding the existence of a mobile species on Hars. 

The oases of Hers are those tiny ro,md dots which were first seen at the inter
sections of canals. The oases \/ere ciscovered by >1, H. Pickering (2) who {!!ive correct 
explanation of their nature, namely that they are craters. The fact that the oases 
are distributed at random over the surface cf- l-Iars, and the fact that the oases are 
circular and vary in diameter, indee-d sugr::est that the oases are craters. That these 
craters r0sulted from the impact of meteoriteo, comets, or asteroids has been explained 
elsewhere (3). 

The evidence for impact-craters follows the fact that the oases are darker than 
the surrounding areas, r~gardless of whether the oases occur in the "artian desert or 
in the blue-green regions. That the blue-green areas are vegetation >rill be assumed 
at this point. An impact-crater forms a basin below the surface of a planet, and as 
a basin provides a favorable environment for vegetation. The fact that the oases are 
darker argues that vegetation is mere luxuriant therein. Crater basins provide a 
sheltering environment from wind, ~~d probably provide a warmer enviroTh~ent than the 
normal surface of Hare. Since some of the oases are a hundred miles in diameter, a 
comparison can be readily made with sheltered valleys on the earth. For example, Im
perial Valley is beJow ses level and is noted for having a mild climate. 

If the observations cf !Jars allow us to estimate the riiameter of the crater-oases, 
it then becomes possible to estimate their depth. Statistically, all craters, whether 
caused by impacting meteorites, by impacting bombs, or by explosion, are related, The 
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Figure 2. 
Appearance of Lucus Lunae and Biblls Fons on Mars, according to Percival Lovell. 

Refer to Article Qy Donald Lee Oyr in this Issue. 

relitionship of diameter to depth csn be plotted as a single curve applicable to lunar 
craters, and explosion and bomb craters (4). By simple deduction, it seems reason
able to state that the Nartian craters also follov this statistical curve. Neglect
ing erosion for the moment, the Martian craters may have once had depths as much as 
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three.miles in the instance of Pseboas and Ascraeus Lucus, Biblis Fons and Lucus 
Lunae, under similar circumstances, may originally have been over two miles deep, 
Admittedly, the wind-blown dust of l·~s must have partially filled these craters dur
ing the eons of Martian history, If the accumulated wind-blown sand and dust de
posits are a mile deep, the present depth of Biblis Fons and of Lucus Lunae might 
still be appreciable. 

Nov let us consider the explanation of the canals themselves. A number of per
sons have independently suggested that the canals are migratory paths which connect 
the oases (5). The existence of such paths would argue for the existence of a IaobiJe 
species on ¥JSrs, but would not necessarily imply a highly intelligent species, The 
migratory path would bs visible because of the effect of fertilizer dropped by the mi
gratory species, The fertility-path idea seems to be a very worth-while approach to 
the problem of the markings on ¥ars, 

The fertility-path idea first occurred to me some years ago when I saw the old 
abandoned wagon trails near Las Cruces, New Mexico. When the summer rains come in 
August, suddenly brilliant green trails appear across the desert. During the rest 
of the year, the paths are invisible, Apparently, the trails owe their sudden ap
pearance, not only to the rain, but also to the fertility still lingering as a result 
of the passing horses and oxen of me.ny years ago. The same principle may well be 
operative on the planet Vars. 

The fact that trails of fertility exist across the otherwise barren desert of 
~:Srs indicates that some factor in the ecology of the 11ca%18l 11 causes plants to grow 
well there. Lovell thought this ecological factor vas water. The fertility il1ter
pretation suggests that the factor m8Y be nitrogen compounds, phosphorus or potassium 
minerals, or other substances, either singly or as a complex. Even the Ph factor, a 
simple acidity-alkalinity relationship, could be the determining factor. The sngges
tion is made that this fertility factor on Vars arises through the digestive process 
of an unknown species of MARSITRONS, 

Without knowing the exact life processes on ~s, it is a reasonable assumption, 
by earth standards, that any vegetal species must coexist with an alternate "animsl11 

species, The assignment of the animal species, ecologically speaking, is to reduce 
the energy impounded by the plants. This unknovn animal species of MARSITRONS is 
therefore suggested to return the plant material to a primal state, The plants grow
ing on Mars, bs they lichen, or an unknown species, represent in the ecology or that 
planet, a part of the lite cycle. Those who would understand the markings on the 
planet ~s would be well-advised to study carefully the principles of ecology, For 
with the fertility interpretation, a new break-through is given to the study of ~s. 

The intensity of the vegetation therefore becomes not only a measure of available 
fertility, but is a measure of both past and future grazing potential. The MARSITRONS 
may be expected to populate those areas where vegetation is most intense, Further
more, the plants are most apt to grow where the ¥ARSITRON 1S fertility elements have 
been deposited, Thus the vegetation of Mars indicates a 11locus 11 of points visited by 
VARSITRONS, 

A similar condition is known to occur on the earth, and many Oriental cities are 
said to be surrounded by a ring of green fertility, The distribution of fertilizer 
by "honey-pots", as they are jokingly described, is well-known to service men. The 
resulting green belt extends around a city, half the distrmce the "honey-pot" merch811t 
can travel in a day, 

The unimaginative investigator will be shocked to learn that there are at least 
two clear examples of green belts surrounding craters on ~nrs. Lovell's maps of 
many years ago (1), as well as the more recent map of the Association of Lunar and 
Planetary Observers (6), show green belts around Lucus Lunae and Biblis Fons. 

The Wl~SITRON hypothesis explains the green belts surrounding the craters as being 
a statistical measure of the area travelled by MARSITRONS while grazing near a crater, 
As previously explained, a crater besin provides a wind-sheltering, warm environment. 
Even a stupid l·IARSITRON would bs bright enough to return to the comparative \ISI"IIlth of 
the crater at nightfall. Since lazy MARSITRONS would perhaps rather stay within the 
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crater even during the day, the assumption can be made that population pressure would 
motivate the YARSITRON to graze beyond the crater rim for self-preservation. 

Since the days on Mars are roughly equivalent to our ow, the MARSITRON may be 
imagined to have a commuter's schedule. He probably starts out at dawn, rushes ac-
ross the floor of the crater, climbs the crater l.mll, and then grazes from plant to 
plant. The MARSITRONS travel about 185 miles (2 radii) during about 12 hours. The 
185 mile round trip is the approximate diameter of the green belts of Lucus Lunae and 
Biblis Fons. During the summer season, the available daylight hours increase, and 
the MARSITRONS might make proportionally longer trips around the craters in higher 
latitudes. 

The speed that the MARSITRON is capable of maintaining is an interesting, though 
speculative, question. In the example given, the 12 hour journey of 185 miles is 
equal to 15.4 miles per hour. Since the MAl~SITRON is likely to spend part of the 
time in fast travel, and part in slow grazing time, a number of solutions are evident: 

The 15.4 MPH rate would allow no free grazing time. 
A 30,8 MPH rate would allow 6 hours of grazing time. 
A 46.2 MPH rate would allov an 8 hour shift of grazing time. 

Is such a speed reasonable? On the earth, antelopes can achieve speeqs in excess 
of 60 miles per hour. Furthermore, the condition of gravity on Mars means that each 
leap of equal force vould propel a MARSITRON over a greater distance than would be 
the case for his antelope cousin. 

Be that as it may, I am confident that the MARSITRON hypothesis, when developed 
in detail, will provide interesting explanations for many of the strange markings on 
Mars. The MARSITRON can then take his place in the world of science, along with 
other hypothetical particles such as the electron, the positron, and the neutrino. 
Electrons and positrons have never been "seen• and are only evident because of the 
"fertility" trail they leave in a Wilson cloud chamber. The MARSITRON is very much 
like the neutrino, \Jhich just has to exist, to make things come out right. In any 
case, I venture to predict that many of us will be convinced of the existence of the 
MARSITRON long before ve have seen one. 
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Figure 3. 
Graphical Representation of an Apparent Relation Between the Intensity of the Red Spot on Jupiter, the 
Intensity of the South Equatorial Belt, IIJid the Ooourrence of Major Sot1th Equtoriel Belt Disturbances. 

Qrapli Constructed IIJid Contributed 'b7 ElJDco J. iteeee. 
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! NOTE ON THE S.E.B. DISTURBANCES OF :!!Jl1Tiili 

Hr. Elmer J. Reese, R.D. 2, Box 396, Unionto;m, Penna. has contributed an inter
esting and perhaps very important note about certain Jovian surface features. We 
should mention that Hr. Reese is probably our ace observer of Jupiter and has been 
a most persevering student of the Giant Planet for almost 20 years. Among the 
phenomena of the visible surface of Jupiter have been seven (so far) major South Equa
torial Belt Disturbances. Each one begins with one or two very dark spots in the 
South Equatorial Belt and advances as a wave of darkening in the direction of decreas
ing longitude at a rate of several degrees per day. New spots or streaks meantime 
continue to appear at the longitude of the initial outbreak. Mr. Reese has found 
that the longitudes of all initial S.E.B. outbursts of this kind can be related to 
the longitudes of two hypothetical subsurface •volcanoes•, each one having a constant 
rotation-period of 9 hrs., 55 mins., 1,2..66 seconds. (The term "volcano" should pro
bably not be taken too literally here; ve have in mind two sources of activity belov 
the visible surface of the Giant Planet and capable of affecting the surface markin~ 
Readers further interested in S.E.B. Disturbances might refer to "A Possible Clue to 
the Rotation Period of the Solid Nucleus of Jupiter", Journal of the ~ .Aatronom
~ Association, Vol. 63,page 219, 1953 and to "Major S.E.B. Disturbances on· Jupiter 
and an Apparent Clue to the True Rotation of the Giant Planet n, ~ Strolling Astronom
~. Vol. 9, page 64, 1955. 

Figure 3 presents in graphical form Mr. Reese 1s present studies. Graph A is vari
ations in the mean intensity of the South Equatorial Belt, \/here the smaller intensity 
numbers represent the greater darkness of this belt. The data for Graph A come fran 
publications "f the B.A.A. and the A.L.P.O. Graph B is variations in the aspect of 
the Red Spot region, where the larger numbers represent the greater darkness of the 
Red Spot. The scale for Graph B is explained fully in an article in TI!!t· strnlling 
.Astronomer, Vol. 7, page 88, 1953. Finally, the date of the initial outbreak of eadl 
major S.E.B. Disturbance is indicated on Figure 3. It will be noticed that the inten
sities of the S.E.B. and the Red Spot are inversely related - when the SpOt is darkest, 
the belt is faintest, and conversely. It will further be noted that each s.:s.B. Dis
twbance began when the intensity of the S.E.B. vas at a minimum and the intensity of 
the Red Spot vas simultaneously at a maximum. In fact, every minimum in the intens:lty 
of the S.E.B. since 1915 has been accompanied by a Distwbance with the single excep
tion of the minimum in 1946. (Of course, a complete theory of this apparent relatim 
among the Jovian features must explain this single exception as well as the seven con
formances to the rule). It is finally of the greatest interest that the current 1956 
-7 apparition of Jupiter again finds the Red Spct near maximum intensity and ·the S~. 
B. near minimum intensity. On this basis Mr. Reese in the autumn of 1956 tentative:cy
predicted another imminent major S.E.B. Disturbance. It will presumably begin with 
one or two intensely dark spots in the South Equatorial Belt, or perhaps vith a dark 
column connecting the two components of this belt. Therefore, observers of Jupiter 
should watch keenly for such features whenever they look at the Giant Planet; and if 
they do see any very dark S.E.B. spots or streaks, they should make every effort to 
record their longitudes. As far as the Editor' knows, nothing has yet been seen of 
another major S.E.B. Distwbance in late February, 1957 -but everyone should be alert 
for such an event during tho spring and early summer. 

Hr. Reese suggests that his volcanic explanation of S.E.B. Disturbances (see above) 
is weakened by the correlations indicated in Figure 3, for it is difficult to see why 
the volcano should choose to be active only when certain Jovian atmospheric featwes 
assume a given aspect. He then says: "Sa.dao Hurayama (Publicatiollllof the Astronomi
gJ!J.. Society of Japan, Vol. 1, No. 3, pp. 69-72) has called attention to the fact that 
the S.E.B. vas always dark and vide prior to 1919 (the year of the first S.E.B. dis
turbance) and unstable thereafter. I suc:gest that continuous volcanic activity main
tained the dark aspect of the S.E.B. prior to 1918. Since the volcanic vent vas open 
during those years, no unusually great internal pressure could build up. However, 
beginning in about 1918, the volcanic vent became sealed from time to time. When this 
happened, the S.E.B. would fade away while internal pressure would mount. When a cer
tain critical pressure vas attained, an explosion >!Ould reopen the vent and a distur
bance in the S.E.B. would be the visible result." 
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Ancient Education1 by William A. Smith. 
1955. 309 pages ..•• ,3.75 

Philosophical Library, New York, 

Reviewed by Charles A. Haas 

The author has treated the subject of education in ancient times in a very sys
tematic manner. He has clearzy done much research. He discusses various ancient 
cultures and shows how in their development they gained from the progress of other 
nations. At the end of each chapter are references to source material for the sub
ject under discussion. The book is written in an interesting manner, and each chap
ter can be read separately. The author discusses the ancient peoples of the earth 
from the dawn of history to the time of the Hebrews. He shows what each culture 
gained from the nations with which it came into contact by commerce or by war. He 
traces what each nation produced in the fields of education and of religion. Trade 
made records essential, and thus writing became necessary. Literature was also pro
duced as Man progressed and as his moral and religious life developed. Being primari
ly concerned with education, this book relegates military events to secondary import
ance. 

The person interested in education in ancient times will find this book of great 
value. Students and teachers will benefit from reading it. It shows how co~nerce, 
morality, religion, and government progressed side by side in ancient times - as they 
still do in modern times. 

Flight Handbook, Fifth Edition. 
Library, New York, 1955. 282 pages. 
12 illustrations inset. • •• $6.00. 

***~~** 

Edited by !'Iaurice A. Smith. Philosophical 
217 photographs and drawings in text. 

Reviewed by Robert Mcintyre 

Flight Handbook is an outstanding descriptive treatment of the environment, 
engineering principles, and real and potential developments associated with all types 
of aircraft. Subject matter includes the atmosphere, classic and supersonic aero
dynamics, aircraft structures, reciprocating and gas-turbine power plants, aircraft 
instruments and armament, navigation systems, and a particularly detailed discussion 
of the most recent propulsion advances. 

Although the reader is assmned to have some degree of technical training, the 
book is written in semi-technical style with an abundance of explanatory illustrations. 
This is so well done that Flight Handbook has been made extremely informative for per
sons not having a scientific or aviation background without detracting from the inter
est or value to the highly trained. 

It is obvious that Flight Handbook was written to meet a specific requirement -
the reouirement for an up..to-date, ceneral aviation reference. It is equally obvi• 
ous that as much effort was expended in the selection of topics as was probably ex
pended in the actual writing. Invariably, the general descriptions are runplified 
with additional details at just the times that the reader wants them. 

~ Handbook is highly recommended for all persons with even a passing inter
est in aviation and should be considered essential to the personal libraries of all 
aviators. Its value to the aircraft engineer and professional aviator, in lieu of 
numerous specialized texts with their often unwanted detail, cannot be over-emphasized. 

by David Meisel 

Bright comets are a rare occurrence in the life of the amateur astronomer. 
This means that when such an object is discovered an effort should be made to carry 
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out reliable observations of it. Most comets remain very faint objects of little 
interest to the planetary astronomer, except of course when the astronomer discovers 
them himself. This is due to the popular misconception that only professional as
tronomers with large telescopes can make useful observations of comets and the physi
cal changes that occur in them. This is not necessarily true as our British col
leagues have been very active in this respect! It is the author's hope to instill 
some of the British enthusiasm in American amateurs. 

The visual observation of all comets is a desirable and necessary supplement to 
photography since minute details and rapid changes usually cannot be recorded with 
satisfaction on a photographic plate. Observations of rapid changes should be re
ported (if the observer is quite sure that the change is objective and not just a 
change in observing condi tiona) to other observers or to the nearest observe tory. In 
the United States, however, it is the seemingly general practice of most observator~ 
to ignore an amateur 1 s report of changes in a comet due to a doubt as to the amateur's 
reliability. It remains, therefore, for amateurs in this country to combiae their 
efforts both photographically and visually in order to prevent wasted efforts and lost 
time. 

To locate a comet one must first have an ephemeris. However, because the math
ematics involved in the computation of a comet's orbit from initial observations and 
then the conversion of the elements of the orbit to Right Ascension and Declination 
are beyond the abilities of many amateur observers, they will be omitted frem this 
article. Those interested in orbit computation should refer to Observational ~
ll.Q!!l.'£ for Amateurs by Sidgwick and Determination of Orbits of Comets !!:1:19. Asteroids 
by R. T. Crawford. Search ephemerides for periodic comets due to return in 1957 
may be found in the British Astronomical Association Handbook far J22Z. Ephemerides 
for new comets are given in the BAA Circulars, which are issued from time to time 
containing information on new discoveries. The Harvard Announcement ~ contain, 
though less frequently, an ephemeris for a new or rediscovered comet. The positions 
from the Circulars may be directly used by observers possessing 'scopes equipped with 
setting circles without plotting on a chart. Those whose 'scopes do not have circles 
have to plot the path on an atlas. TVo atlases are usually need~d, one like the 
Skalnate Plese with magnitudes down to 7.5, and one like Webb's Atlas, that goes down 
to 9th magnitude. With a little practice, using nebula~ instead of comets, objects 
may be located with relative ease. 

After the comet has been located record the name of the comet, both with the 
proper name and serial number, as "Comet Mrkos 1956b". Then record the date in Uni
versal Time and decimals of a day. When the preliminary data have been recorded the 
observer is ready to begin his observations. Accurate timing is required for measures 
of position and records of sudden or rapid changes. These may be obtained from WWV 
time signals or Western Union. An accuracy of one-tenth of a minute is usually suffi
cient. 

The next step is to determine the comet's position. This may be done by making 
a field sketch showing its position relative to the surrounding stars or qy reading 
the position from circles. This much is sufficient in most cases of well-ebserved 
comets since the accuracy of the drawing is not superior to the position obtained from 
photographs. If the amateur desires accurate positions for orbit calculati~n of a 
new comet, the time difference between the transit of the comet and that of a star of 
kno'Wll position may be used to obtain the Right Ascension of the comet, and by using 
the field diameter of the eyepiece the Declination may be derived. The field sketch 
may later be compared to an atlas and then determination of the position may be done 
without loss of observing time. (Be sure to include scale and orientation as well 
as location of each field sketch.) 

Next record the observing conditions noting such things as image steadiness, 
limiting stellar magnitude at zenith, altitude of comet above horizon, atmospheric 
transparency, moonlight, and anything else necessary for correct interpretation of 
the included observational data. 

After the positions are determined the observer is ready to make photometric ob
servations, that is, estimations of the total stellar magnitude of the comet. Up to 
the present time the magnitude of comets is not well defined in terms of uniform 
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scientific l.a'WS or standards. This same difficulty arises in the study of nebulae 
and clusters. This is because the images of these objects are extended, not points 
as are the stars, and their boundaries are ill-defined. The easiest method is to 
compare the image of the comet to that of a star out of focus. The observer should 
put on a low power eyepiece and should locate several stars near the approximate 
stellar magnitude of the comet in the field. Assign an arbitrary magnitOO.e to the 
star that is the brightest. Then, using this star, estimate the magnitude of the 
faintest star. Lastly, use these two stars as the extremes and estimate the magni
tude of the third star or of any additions~ stars which the observer may want to use. 
Indicate these magnitudes in the sketch and state whether they are true or arbitrary 
magnitudes. Then rack out the eyepiece until the stars' disks are the same size as 
the comet's focused image. Then choose the star nearest the brightness of the 
focused comet, am estimate the brightness of the comet to one-tenth of a magnitude. 
The star's true magnitOO.e may be worked out at a later time and corrections applied 
'When necessary. As in the observation of variable stars, this process requires much 
practice and patience. 

The accuracr,y of the derived magnitude of a comet depends heavily on many factors, 
such as conditions of the sky, nearness of comparison stars, angular expanse of comet 
and color of comparison stars. Thus it may be seen that the accuracr,y of a given 
observation at best will usually be within one-third magnitude. The factors affect
ing the consistency of the resulting magnitudes such as magnification employed, aper
ture of instl'UIIlent and type used, am the type of sky background should be noted in 
the report. 

The most interesting aspect of comet observation is the study of a comet's struct
ure. This may be done even with modest equipment, as the limiting magnitude for 
comets, under ideal conditions, is about two magnitudes fainter than the stellar limit. 
At least three drawings of a comet should be made each evening or each observing per
iod. A drawing at low power should show the fainter aspects and details such as 
tails, halos, and envelopes. A drawing at medium powr should show general details 
of the coma jets and central condensation. A drawing at high power should shov min
ute details in the coma,central condensation, and nucleus if one is present. All 
sketches should include the Universal Time, orientation of the field with respect to 
north or south, and the scale in order to determine the size of the images. 

In the report of a comet the nomenclature given below should be used and a vritten 
description of the features given. 

The Head: 
(a) Coma (1) (The main part of the comet, usually oval or round, from which 

the tail is formed) : size and shape (variations in these from each observation to 
the next or hour to hour variation); (2) hoods or halos (if any): diameters, develop
ment, position angle (from north to east as 0° - 90°) of the major axis (if ellipicalh 
whether the halos contain dark interspaces; (3) jets or appendages (if any): lenfrl;h, 
p.a. (of tangent to the jet at the nucleus, if curved), and/or distance and.p.a. of sever
al points on a curved jet. 

(b) Central condensation of the coma (if any): size and shape; if elliptical, 
p.a. of the major axis. 

(c) Nucleus (not to be confused with the central condensation; the nucleus is 
typically either a small - few seconds arc diameter - uniform disk with a sharp bound
ary, or a star-like point): single or multiple; if multiple, the relative positions 
of the components within the coma; disk or stellar; size of disk; sharp or diffuse. 

Tails: 
(a) Anomalous tails (i.e. directed towards the Sun): length, p.a. or co-ordin

ates, curvatUre. 

(b) Main Tail. Length and position (p.a. and distance ,or co-ordinates, of 
points along its axis); any distortions or divisions; condensations; position measures 
or estimation in relation to the coma as often as possible; any fluctuations of light 
(points or areas) moving &long the tail - probably physiological. 
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The magnitudes and texture of these features should also be noted ·if the ex
perience of the observer allows. The magnitudes of the parts may be compared to 
the brightness of nebulae under similar conditions. A better methoq 11:j.s to div;!.de 
the coma and tail into zones of equal intensity and estimate 1relative intensity, 
then convert to stellar magnitudes by adopting an intensity standard of one for the 
brightest portion of the coma and the faintest portion as zero, and all other zones 
as fractions between th~se two numbers. Then, the magnitude of the faintest por
tion must be estimated by the extra-focal method. When the two magnitudes are 
known, the intensity is multiplied by the difference between the magnitude values. 
The product of this is added to the value of the brightest portion in magnitude to 
obtain the true magnitude of the portion to which the particular intensity value 
was assigned. 

A convenient form for routine comet observations has been developed by the 
British Astronomical Association Comet Section. The following data being required, 
a separate sheet (4 x 6 cards) in ink is devoted to the observations of each comet: 

(a) Date and time (UT), or date and first decimal. 
(b) Place of observation. 
(c) Approximate R.A. and Dec. 
(d) Estimated stellar magnitude. 
(e) Diameter of coma (minutes of arc) and other descriptive data, including 

degree of condensation of coma: 
0-No condensation 
9-Sharply condensed at center. 

(f) Aperture and magnification. 
(g) Observational conditions: sky, moon, etc. 

atmospheric transparency: 
0 Hopeless (mist, fog, etc.), 
5 Average, 
6 Hilky io/ay pretty clear, 
9 Perfect. 

Scale adopted for describing 

(h) If field sketch is added: location, orientation, scale (on the reverse 
of the card) • 

An opportunity to employ the above methods of observation may be had during 
the coming months when a new and bright comet 1956h passes perihelion and also comes 
within a!"proximately sixty million miles of the earth. (See Figure ~) 

Figure 4 
Sketch of Orbit of Comet 1956h. 
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Figure 5 
Drawings of Comet 1956h by David V~isel on January 2, 12, and 20, 1957. 

Comet 1956h was discovered on 1956, Nov. 8.9 U.T. by Dr. s. Arend. At this 
time the comet was in Triangulum with a magnitude of about 10. Since that date the 
comet has moved into Pisces increasing in magnitude (though unsteadily) to 8.5 on 
1957, Jan. 25. The comet is now (Jan. 25) about 2 1 of arc in diameter with a tail 
5' or 6 1 of arc long in p.a. 50° 

Personal observations (see Figure 5) indicate much change in the form and mag
nitude of this comet. The observations were made with modest equipment (8-inch re
flector) and the observing site is not as ideal as that of some other astronomers. 
However, it may be seen that useful as well as interesting observations may be made 
by amateurs. The magnitude of this comet doPS not follow exactly the "inverse four1h 
law", which is generally used as a rough estimate for comet magnitude when the object 
is moving in a parabolic orbit. The "inverse fourth law" states that the magnitude 
of a comet varies inversely as the product of the square of the distance from the 
earth, in astronomical units and the square of the distance of the comet from the 
sun, in astronomical units. Further variations from the derived formula given below 
should be noted as early observations indicate deviation by as much as two magnitudes. 

Daily changes in coma appearance have also been noted. Accurate observations 
of these changes would contribute to knowledge of the physical nature of comets in 
~eneral. Photographs are also valuable if the observer is equipped to make them. 
(See Reference l, page 236). 

Total magnitude = 4.5 + 10 logr+ 5 log p, 
~ere 4.5 is a constant whose value varies with each comet, r is the 

vector or heliocentric distance, and p or~ is the geocentric distance. 
tances are given in astronomical units.) 

radius 
(Both dis-

The writer's equipment is an eight-inch reflector mounted equatorially with no 
circles or drive. Orthoscopic and Erfle eyepieces giving magnifications of 40X, 
SOX, and 210X are used with the 'scope. 1be observing site is in the city limits 
on the side of a hill. Two street lights are located just 300 feet from the site. 
As the reader can see, the site is far from ideal, thus making photography impossible. 
So the writer has to be content with making visual observations comparable in accuracy 
to photography • The methods employed are the ones found most suitable to the above 
conditions and equipment. It wculd seem, therefore, that observers with much better 
equipment and conditions could make extremely valuable observations of 1956h and 
other comets. 

Below are the elements of the orbit of Comet Arend-Roland 1956h: 

(a) The time of perihelion: T • 1957, April 8.4281 U.T. 
(b) The longitude of perihelion measured in the plane of the comet's orbit from 

the ascending node: ~ = 308°.5680. 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

The longitude of the ascending node from tlce first point of Aries: 
~ = 215~0743. 

The inclination of the comet's orbit to the plane of the ecliptic 
(if greater than 90o, the motion is retrogade): i = 120~ 2745. 
Distance of perihelion: q • 0.3192153 A.U. 

The above elements were computed by Dr. G. Merton, director of the Comet Sec
tion of the B.A.A. The equinox used ~s 1950. 

The following ephemeris was computed by Dr, Merton using his own elements: 

!t. 
~ruz& 

Date U,T. R,A. lli!..Q. l?. .r: !:!!g. 

1957 1-i!.rch 3 oh 26-u; 3 - 60 09' 1,823 A.U. 0,988 A.U. 5.7 
13 0 31. 3 - 8 25 
23 0 36. 1 -ll 02 1.482 0.567 2.9 

April 2 0 40. 3 -13 03 
12 0 54. 6 -4 24 0.745 0.337 - 0.9 
22 2 01. 3 +31 25 

~y 2 4 06. 9 +57 18 0.756 0,720 2.5 
12 6 02. 9 -t-63 02 
22 7 15. 0 +62 57 1,360 1.129 5.7 

June 1 8 00. 3 -+61 4S 

The writer is interested in promoting comet observation in the United States and 
would be interested in receiving any communications or observations of interested 
persons. Write to this address: 

David Meisel, 800 Eighth Street, Fairmont, West Virginia. 

An extended ephemeris will be available after the first of April and rosy be 
obtained by request from the writer, 

Note: In order to seethe fa5nter narts of a comet the ob~erver's eye must have 
at least 20 minutes of dark adaptation and averted vision must be employed. 'i'he 
writer uses the method of Nr. G,E,D, Alcock as quoted from the B.A.A. Journal, April 
1956, page 160: 

"When a known comet is observed it is necessary to draw the field for identifi
cation of comparison stars in estimating the comet's brightness. Generally when 
drawing the field I begin by noting stars placed at right angle to each other and then 
selecting those conveniently placed in the figures of isosceles triangles, and after
wards completing the sketch of the field with fainter stars. 

"The comet is always drawn last, never first, since I find it impossible to put 
stars accurately around a drawing Qf a comet; and the tails if any are drawn in re
lation to "the stars in the fields, 

"This work can be done while the eyes are becoming dark adapted. A faint tail 
can be detected by moving the field slightly or shaking the telescope a little. Once 
the tail is seen in this way, it remains a much easier object. 

11To assist in getting the eyes dark adapted, I have used dark sun-glasses but I 
prefer to use a coat over rrry head and watch a small circle light coming through the 
gap at rrry feet. After waiting for several minutes I have a quick look at the comet 
and then retire again under the coat. The process is repeated until I am satisfied 
I can see no more than I have drawn already. So an observation of a comet may take 
well over an hour." 
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! COMING OCCULTATION OF ! STAR JlX ~ !@ ITS RINGS 

A rare and exciting astronomical event is in store for planetary observers in 
North America, South America, and Australasia on April 28, 1957; the eighth magni
tlrle star BD-20°4568 vill be occulted by Saturn and its rings. In the United States 
the phenomenon vill occur during the morning hours of Sunday, April 28, local civil 
time date. Pertinent data on the occultation at various stations are given on pg. 
123; these are taken from pg. 17 of the 1957 Handbook of the British Astronomical 
Association. The diagrams on pg. 123 vere drawn by Nr·. Bradford A. Smith, a member 
of VJT. Clyde Tombaugp 1s Satellite Search Group. The star being occulted is of 
spectral class K5. Since Saturn is in retrograde motion on April 28, the apparent 
motion of the star is from vest to east, from left to right in the diagram. 

This rare passage of a star through the rings gives us the opportunity to at
tempt several investigations: 

1. The amount by which the ligpt of the star is dimmed by the rings may give 
us information about the density of the rings and even about their total mass. The 
star may well be dimmed much more by Ring B than by Ring A, since B is brighter than 
A, and may be dimmed by different amounts in different parts of each of these rings. 

2. As the star crosses various divisions in Rings A and B, it may be expected 
to regain at least part of its normal brightness, all of it if the division is a true 
space-gap but only some of its ordinary light if th~ division is merely a'place vhere 
the ring-particles are less dense. ~ times of such brightenings should give 
exact information about the positions of the divisions causing them, perhaps more pre
cise than direct micrometrical measures can supply. Careful observations may also 
check on such matters as the doubling of Encke 1s Division occasionally recorded by 
Lovell, Tombaugh, and Capen,among others. 

3. Since the star must pass through Ring D, the suspected outer Crape Ring, both 
before and after its occultation by the bright rings, ve may look for a dilrndng by 
Ring D as an independent test of the exist8nce of this ring. 

This occultation is probably best studied by a combination of methods, visual, 
photographic, and photoelectric. Thus the search for Ring D vill preswnably demand 
the most precise photoelectric photometry. On the other hand, an attentive visual 
observer may have the best chance of detecting narrov divisions in the rings because 
the corresponding brightenings of the star vill be very brief. Extremely close at
tention is here necessary, and an accurate clock-drive is a must; othervise, there is 
great risk that some divisions Hill be missed because of breaks in the vie•1. From 
the point of view of photographic and photoelectr:t.c photometry, it is rather unfortu
nate that the star is so red - K5. \ole urge each of our readers to think about hov 
his equipment may best be adapted to the occultation - after all, we are not dealing 
vith an everyday event! 

Figure 7 on pg. 123 shows the configuration of five of the satellites at 8h, U.T., 
on April 28, Titan and Rhea '.Jill be almost stationary throughout the vhole occulta
tion; but the thrPe other satellites shovn will move over anpreciable arcs in their 
orbits. The motion tdll be counterclockwise around Saturn. It is our hope that 
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Figure 6 
Occultation of Star BD-ro0 4568 (lf.l 0) by Saturn and Its Ringll on April 28, 1957. 

Drawn by Bradford A. Smith. 
(The numbers in Figure 6 refer to the Stations listed in the fo11ovinJl Table) • 

Tabl.e Qt. Data r.tS1l!l :!.2i7 Handbook Qt. k B. A. A. 

D;l.l!al212S!~Jl21 !!!&1!1!!!!!:l:a!l21 k·~ 
Outer Ring W.Limb E, Limb Outer Ring 

1 
1 
2 
4 
5 
5 
3 

U,T, p U.T. p U,T. 
h m 0 h m 0 h m 

Montreal 07 58 257 09 17 232 Low 
Washington 07 58 257 09 18 232 10 II> 
Lick 08 07 256 09 22 232 10 50 
Rarotonga 08 24 250 09 34 220 10 44 
Wellington Lev 09 40 217 10 37 
Sydney Low Low 10 38 
Rio de 

Janeiro 08 07 253 - -

•Dione 

Enceladus • @ 
Tethys • Rhea • 

t 
N 

Titan • 

p u.T. p 

0 h m 0 

Sun 
145 Sun 
ll.h 11 44 122 
154 11 29 132 
162 11 21 136 
162 11 19 136 

Sun 

Figure 7. 
Positions of Five of the Satellltes of Saturn at 8 hrs,, U,T,, on April 28,1957. 

Drawn by Bradford A, Smith. 
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these satellites may be of some help in determining how much the light of the star 
is attenuated by passing through the rings, though it is realized that very large 
systematic errors 'Will attend comparisons of the star seen through the rings 'With 
the satellites. It may be more hopeful to try to use the satellites to check on 
the amount of brightenings of the star as it crosses various divisions in the rings. 
The mean opposition stellar magnitudes of the five satellites shown in Figure 7 are: 
Titan 8,3, Rhea 10.0, Tethys 10,5, Dione 10,7, and Enceladus ll,6. 

Several things of interest may be noted in Figure 6. The star Ylil not pass 
through Ring c, the Crape Ring, at all, and in fact 'Will never be seen much inside 
the middle of Ring B. It 'Will probably be difficult indeed to observe the occul
tation disappearance and the later reappearance at the limb of Saturn itself. At 
Rarotonga, however, if 'We may trust our figure this far, the star 'Will apparently 
emerge from occultation in Cassini 1s Division and hence probably 'With its full bright
ness. 

we quote belOY part of a communication received from our" Saturn Recorder just 
as ve go to press. All observations obtained ~ be re&rted promptly after the 
event to Mr. Thomas Cragg, 2116 w. Beach Iva,, IngleYood 3, lifornia. Good seeing! 

•such an event Yas observed and reported in 1917 by Capto Ainslie and Mr. Knight 
of the B.A.A.1 The star observed by Capt, Ainslie aoo Mr. Knight '118S about 7th mag
nitude aoo vas much farther out in the ring system than the coming one. Capt.Ainslie 
observed a short lived brightening of the star vhen it ws seen through Encke's Divi
sion and 1one exterior to same '• though the star didn't regain full brightness. Ho'l/
ever, it was apparently close to full brightness when seen through Cassini 1s Division. 
14r. Knight had considerable difficulty seeing the star through Ring 4 'With a 5-inch 
refractor. From the above, it is rather obvious that observers wishing to partici
pate in observing this phenomenon should employ the largest telescope available as 
some doubt exists whether an 8th magnitude star can be seen through the outer part of 
Ring B. 

"It 'Will also be of great interest for observers to indicate where~n the ring 
system the star was first seen in contact 'With the ring and where it vas last seen 
in contact 'With the ring as well as the times of these tvo events. From these data 
one has a check into the position of Saturn. It should be pointed out that errors 
in the position o:f' Saturn in A,E.N.A. could be as much as t\ro seconds of arc, 

"Capt. A:U.slie made his observations with a 9-inch reflector under rather poor 
conditions during most of the time. With this in mind, members of the A.L.P.O.should 
avail themselves of this opportunity by trying to follO\t this event through its en
tirety. People on the Pacific Coast 'Will have the best view with regard to position, 
as Saturn transits the meridian around 10:15 (U.T.) for them.• 

Reference 

1. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 77, 456, 1917. 

Postscript, The Editor has found a second observation of an occultation of a 
star by the rings of Saturn mentioned on page 369 of Volume I of Hutchinson's 

Splendour 2!: :!;M ~. On March 14, 1920 three observers '118tching together "per
ceived the star to remain shining 'With comparatively little diminution of lustre,not 
only through ring A but through the densest part of ring B." Unfortunately, the 
aperture employed and the magnitude of the star are not stated. 

We might note in passing that the rings will be opened to almost the msximum pos
sible extent on April 28, 1957; and the light of the occulted star 'Will not need to 
pass through so much material of the r:fugs as at smaller inclination-angles. 
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